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Iran-US Relations: Learning from Experience,
Marching toward Reconciliation
with some success in the negotiat,":t:;::::""'s nuclear prosram, hopes have
been
raised that the US and Iran may be able to conclude a final nuclear
deal and then build upon
it to ultimately mend relations. Assuming that the US and Iran can cultivate
the political
will for normal relations, the purpose of this paper is to assist the policy makers
and others
to realize the shift and prepare the ground for a realistic.upp.o.h"rn.ni.
with this purpose
and possibility in mind, the paper offers an overview of uS-Iran
relations including its
historical development, difflculties in the relationship, imperatives
for a bettcr rapport,
and remcdial prescriptions.

Introduction

with some success in the negotiations over Iran's nuciear program, hopes
have

been raised that the US and Iran may be able to conclude a final
nuclear deal and then

buiid upon it to ultimately mend rerations. while such hopes are noble and
may not
be too illusory they can prove impossible to realize if the two sides
fail to change
their old paradigms and procedures moving forward. Assuming that the
US and Iran
can cultivate the political wilt for normal relations, the purpose of
this paper is to
assist the policy makers and others to realize the shift and piepare
the ground for a
realistic rapprochement. with this purpose and possibility in mind, the paper
offers
an overview of US-Iran relations including its historical Jevelopment,
difficulties in
the relationship, imperatives for a better rappoft, and remedial prescriptions.
The historical dynamics of the relationship suggest that the substantive
difficulties
are caused by the geostrategic and political environments, conflict of
interests, misuse
of power, and wrong policies. A sheer misunderstanding of substantive issues,
inappropriate purpose and priority, and the inability to settle with a logical procedure
to engage have been equally problematic. While issues in the relations are
serious,
they are all negotiable, with the exception of the Islamic Revolution and
its theocratic
state system' However, for better relations, the complicated transnational
issues
involved must be addressed holistically and multilaterally. To normalize
.,abnormal,,
the

relations,

I

offer helpful procedural considerations, a guide for bypassing the
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rneocracy, and advice for empowering
the catalysts. It is rny hope that
",o,r,rri the arguments
both
sides
paradrgms and
procedures,

;1".|i;;:J';,L,I'l'^:::::l.Il,:r*i-:;-i,
better appreciate the mutual grievances
and

concemr:J"1tttf,:t.A:
and means that might rnore
effectivery hel"p in nomalizing
relations.

From amity to enmity
U's'-Iran relations have-gone through
four more or less clistinct pe'ods
in the last
150 years' The first period
starts fro*ithe middle ortne
tqur
century
to r953. This
rs the period when Imperial
Britain a10ng with Imperial Russia
(befbre the october
Revolution in 19i7) were
despised by tfre tranianpeople
i",:in.i, interventions in
rranran affairs, while
Ameriru^in trun nuurli",""a
r""rr:J,r:^o"iing trri, ti'.re there
was no enmity and Arnericans
were consiclered helpful
to tran. tn tire eariy stages
this amity period there were
of
very few interactions between
the two, aithough there
were ambassadors and
missionarirs on uoir*ia.,
u"ginrring in jso0r. The rerationship
between Iran and the US
in this periJ ,"", i-*"r,
bas"a orihumuni u'un, educational
and religious purposes.l'ather
than p"irrr*i
econornic
intents. Iran was
of American

the recipient
"goodwilr" witir rittre'to oiiJ'ii'return
".
except for a heartf.el appreciarion
for American benevolence.
This
om.,urt, began when Iran sent
atnbassador, Hajji Hossein-Ghori ;";il
its firsr
xoori,,o'wushrngtoi. u. i,
orr"n ref.e*ed to as
;f,?i;yJ',li?rJ::;*H""u,_ou,i r,"il r,ru,,,i. iituars i,, u *.,,".n rand
trrat was

In

1909, an American named
Howard
University, was senr by his
.h;.;;"';;;"
was shor bv the Russians (or
the r.oniun

c.

Baskervilre, a graduate of princeton

go"uJ,:,ffii;:::ffi;"ffT:r:";xH';,t:
f, ,.-"-u"red as a
against the nationarrst prime
Minister
r"
X;:l'Hl1"T;:J"Tgl r,qsj' I' i#lqro", tr'" r.*iun^iou.,.n*.nt invited
Iranian constitution",:r:.il
,rr" Jv.^g;t?.rville continued
to
hero in Iran until the British-A,""ri;;;;;p

economicua_rn*,.u,'Ls.:ino.;:';'lffJ[xi:'",l::iHTfi

*Jt*;rTtr]"H

many even more prominent
Americans such as s.G.w g"nju-i;,
Arthur Milrspaugh
and Arthur Upham pope.3
Rerations ,"-uir"a friendly
ufr*.",
the two untir the
beginning of worrd war II,
r1"r ,rr" o-"titr"-roategic environment
changed. The
Allied Forces invaded Iran, and
,rr" a"l"J"ns were among
the invading force.

Iran

F::i:'l,'#i'".'n:fi ,1T,;Jr;';;'i:*T"fi "X'lt**;Ti:rl;:r:.roccupied
*",",i"nil''".".'o.i"""f#;:ffi:x1"'JifJi;iliTff$I:i:i^T:iitrT::
_
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Prior to wwII, Iran was still under
the direct British influence. Even though
the
country was not a corony, the British
treated it as if it were a semi_colony
or a
protectorate' Indeed, in 1919, Britain
tried to officially make lran inro a-.protectorate,,.5
Under this condition of domination,
Americans with the Allied Forces, entered
Iran
as occupiers for the first time a'd
used the country's infrastructure to send
military
equipment to Moscow to fight the
Nazis. That was the beginning of the
enmity
between the uS and Iran partly
because the occupation pr"o*o catastrophic
for
Iran; millions of Iranians

died of siarvation as food production
and distribution channels
were disrupted and epidemics foilowed.6
Iran became a ,,bridge,, to victory against
Nazi Germany in Russia but that proclamation
helped rittle tJ redress the colossal
Iranian losses' This tragic situation
notwithstanding, the Amerioans were
not still
seen as occupiers in the sense
of a traditionai colonizer, and hostilities
remained
low
key until the 1953 coup' After woricl
war II, the Ailie<J Forces were to leave lran.
The Americans remained royal to
their words but the Soviet forces stayed
behind
helping separatist movements in Kurdistan
and Azerbaijan gain independence
and
join the new Soviet union. rn 1946,
the Roosevert adminiJtration demanded
that
Stalin withdraw his forces from Iran
ancl recognize the nation's territorial
integrity.
stalin' after some resistance, concurred.?
This memory of Ame'can support for
integritv rrelped parrlv restore American good

standing with the

ffl;:jr":rtt"rial

The world then became entangied
in the cord war and the Americans and
Russians
began dividing the new wor]!
their spheres of influence: the caprrarist
camp
and the socialist camP. Iran officially
remained non-aligned but the shah
Mohammad
Reza increasingly moved into the American
orbit. The Iranian pro-Soviet communist

tto

Party' the Tudeh party, did not rike
Iran's pro-American foti.y, and began an
anti-American crusade, particuiarly
among the young Iranians.o The i953
coup
made the situation for Americans in
Iran even worse. The coup certainly marked
a
new era in US-Iran relations. with
the coup, the uS and Iran entered into
the
second period in US-Iran relations.
During this period, whire the governments
came increasingly croser to each
other as allies and ev"n ,ign"Ju Treaty
of Amitye,
the Iranian people became much
more anti-Americun. During the cold
war
years,
the younger' more radical, and the
more nationaristic lraniais, both religious
and
secular, became increasingry anti-American.
There were arso ,h" young sociarists

r
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who were struggling against the capitalist Iranians
and Americans to supposedly
help the Iranian working people. America for
the flrst time also entered

Iranian
political culture as an "imperialist" power bent
on exploiting and dominating the
country' After the coup, it was not just the
Comrnunisis who .'ere antr-American,
but an absolute majority in the nation. That
marked a major change in the US_Iran
relationship: now the Government was pro-uS
while the people were antr-US.
The dominant view of the US after 1953
until the lgTg lslamic Revolution basically
remained within the same framework, although
an increasing nu-b", of Iranian
upper and middle class erements went for
education to tie US and became
pro-American' However, that group rernained
a minority during the second pahlavi
regime (1941-1979). still, a majority
of the Iranians were anti-Amelcan. .rhen, the
Islamic Revolution of 19'/9 occuned, marking
the beginning of the third period in
US-Iran relations' During this period, the
more practical pre-revolutionary hostility
became increasingly transformed into an
ideorogical animosity. Indeed, the idea of
'west-toxication' (Gharbzacleghi
the

in Persian), which originated in the pre-revolutionary

Iran' was perfected and practisecl after the Revolution.
Now adcled to the original
Tudeh anti-imperialist dogma against the
us was the Islamic culturai anti-American
dogma' The new revolutionariei accused the
uS of trying to corrupt lranian culture
and society on top of trying to exploit the
country and destroy the Revolution. The
Americans too became increasingly hostile
and indeed obsessed with the Iranian
Islarnic Revolutio', delusively trying to tame
or destroy the new theocracy. Hence,
there was a double probrem here. while
the secuiar lranians saw America as an

arrogant tmperiaiist nation bent on weakening
and dominating Iran, the more

Isiarnic
Iranians saw the arrogant power also as a decadent
po*".-ugainst lranian culture
and the Islamic Revorution. Meanwhile, Americans
developed a derusionar and
obsessional view of the Islamic Republic as
an incurable anti-American rogue regime
that needed to be tamed or overthrown.
The Revolution ushered in a spiral conflict
between the US and lran. In this spiral

conflict' Iranians and Americans never trusted each
other, and whatever Americans
or Iranians did, the other side took as being
directed against its national independence

or interests. However,

this situation *u*, truer of the rerations between
the two
governments than the two people. While
a majority of Iranians were anti-American

in the early years of the Revolution and through the
Iran-Iraq war, they have
tncreasingly become less so in recent years.
Indeed, Iranians may be entering a
fourth period in their view of the US. Tote
sure, they are very much divided in their
opinion of America today as of any time before.
In the pre-revoiutionary time, a

majority was anti-American, a minority pro-American
ancla few were suspended in
the middle. Today, the pro and anti-Americans
are in trre minority whrle a rarge
majority has developed a more nuanced position
toward the US: They are neither for
nor against
the US and want to have good relations
with it, but a relationship

that is
beneficial to both nations. Thus, mosf lranians
now want to develop a more realistic
and balanced relationship with the US,
one that is respectful and mutually beneficial,
and that respects the territorial integrity
and independence of both sides. Many
among

lran-US Relations

the young lranians do not just see
things as black and white anymore and
are seeking
to discover the gray areas. They
see is-sues that divide and unite the
two
nations
and
wish to focus on the unifying interests.
it needs to be added that the Iranian peopre have,
as a whole, become more
positive about

the west. They do not think of the
west or

the US in terms of
irnperialism and the like categories
as in the past, and have, generally,
a positive view
of the global community. They
like Europeans, canadians, Alericans,
and everybody
else' The only two nations that many
Iranians still seem to dislike ro some
extent are
the Arabs and the Russians. Even
towards these nations Iranrans are
deveroping
realistic opinions. The west has become
an attractive and exotrc place for
the
contemporary Iranians. In recent years,
tirey have even modereii their deveropment,
their democracy, their reform roou.*"nrr,
and their raws after the west. Thus,
they
like the west and the US nor so much
because they tike the American or
European
cuitures or governments, but because
these countries are the producers of
modern
civilizations, institutions a_nd technorogies.
Iranians are impressed with America
because of its technological achievements
as opposed to its curtural advances.
They
respect this country for its modernizing
impact on the contemporary worid,
but
I do
not think that one can call that feeling:,pro_American,,.
Substantive issues and underlying
causes
The west's unjust relations with Iran
in the 150 years preceding the I g7g revolution
was a key factor in Iranians' anti-west
sentiment. Interventions Jrg.i,uin and
Russia
tn Iran beginning in the mid- 19'h
century through the earry 20th century
are
the
saddest
chapter of contemporary Iranian
history. The gradual American entry into
this vicious
interventionist policy by the mid-201h
century is the second sad chapter of that
unfortunate history. In a strange manner,
Britain and Russia, while rivals, cooperated
in weakening

and under-developing Iran.'o True,
Iran and the Us used to be two
good friends before the Revolution,
but they were onry good friends at the lever
of
the governments and not at the level
of the peopre. Even during the Shah, Iranians
were not very much interested in
US-Iran relatitns because they rett-ttrat
the relationship
was not equitable and fair. It was
not seen as based on a win_win

reiationship of
mutual benefits. They aiso viewed
the Shah's regime as iiiegrtimate and
as an
imposition by the US on rhe Iranian
people-and the country thrJugn the
1953
coup.
The American image in Iran had arso
*rr.r.a from the imperiar interventions of
Britain and Russia in previous decades.
Assuming that a ,.strong,, Iran was a
"dangerous" Iran, these powers had
crippled the country. while Americans
did not
share such view of lran in those
days, ,'rri iiu", .^p.rienre maJe- it
difficult
for the
Iranians to see America in a differeni
right. Thus, there were some problems
even
before the 1979 Islamic Revolution.
Indeed, the r9i9 revorution had
basicalry three goals. First was to fight
the
dictatorship of the shah and to
democraiy; second was to fight the

".tuuiirt
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domination of

America and to create an independent Iran, and
third was to defeat the
upper exploitative class towarcis establishing
an equitable society. Freedom,

independence and social justice were the
three slogans of the Revolution, and together

they were to produce a socially just, democratrc
and independent rran within an
Islamic fotm of govelxment. Independence was
directed towards the US domination,
freedom towards the dictatorship of the Shah,
and social justrce towards the

super-rich lranians. The Shah, the super-rich
and the US were inseparable from the
Iranian viewpoint. That is how the Iranian
Revolution became very much rntegrated
into the idea of anti-Americanism that had preceded
it. A turning pornt after the
Revolution came when young Islamic radicals
in Tehran took American dipiornats
an^d embassy employees hostage
for 444 days. They used the Shah,s entry into the
US for rnedical treatment as a pretext. Subsequent
deveropments simply reinforced
the hostility and mistrust between the
Isramrc Republic and the us.rl
only a few years into the Revolution, the us u.rd Irun
developed a laundry bag of

grlevances agalnst each other,

some real and some fictional. The coup, the
Revolution,
the hostage drama, the Iran-Iraq war and
a few other factors led to a sprrar conflict
that continues to regenerate itself and that grows
even when the two sides try to
reduce tension. while this spirar conflict
is based on real problems, rt is arso fed by
misperception' misanalysis, and misunderstanding.
The result is the mutual mistrust
and demonization that prevails in their relations.12
cornplicating the situation was
also a set of post-revolutionary developments
that further incrJased their enmity,
leading at times to even fatal practical ,.rponr.,
on both sides. For exampre, Iranians
would take Americans hostage, support group,
who would terrorlze Americans or
their allies, and deverop a ciandesiine nricrear program.
Americans wouid support
Saddam Hussein in the war against Iran,
destroy the Iranian oil platforms and tankers
in the Persian Gulf, and inadvertently shoot down
an Iranian civirian airprane (in
1988); Americans would also impose sanctions
on lran and freeze lranian assets in
the us. The list goes on. The Arnerican craims
against Iran regarding terrorism,
nuclear proliferation, democracy deficit, and
opposition to Middie h,ast peace, and
Iranian grievances that^America is trying to weaken
Iran and ovefthrow its regime
are products of this unfortunate spiral conflict.
So the cur:rent US_Iran struggle has
a history behind it that does not make the
life for either side easy to begin with.
The U.S.-Iran relationship has arso suffered from
third party lnterests. Indeed,
the intersection of the American and Iranian interests
is the crossroad of all types of
other interests as welr. These third parties include
the Iranian opposition groups,
Arabs, Israelis, Turks, Russians, the chinese,
and the Europeans. None of them
realiy ever wanted the US and Iran to develop
a healthy relationship because everyone
in its own way benefits from the abnormal rerations,
or is afraid of a change in

the

"
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status quo. For example, even more
so than the hostage crisis or even the
coup of
1953, it was the iraqi invasion of Iran
and the 8-year war which followed that
destroyed US-Iran relations. Most Iranians
saw the war as America punishing Iran
for taking Americans hostage in Tehran.
The two governments have also mishandied
the relations. Neither sicle has had sufficient
undersranding of

li:,:T[::inx'il

1l';X.-ilt :l

"ffil

i

rh e e ad e rs
o
:tt"l#',ffi *l"R Tj i ?;:';T:il
" hardly
",t :, have they
own nations "but
accounted for the legitimate interests
of the third
parlies' Instead,
r

both the US and Iian have often used
the ihird partres rn the relationship

tactically and opporlunistically.

An imperative for a better relationship
Iran is a big country ancl. it has the iongest
history in the region. lran was the first
empire builder in the world and has
b"ei world ieader for clnturies. If the US is a
leader in the west, Iran has had the
Eastern leadership for centuries, representing
the
East in its stmggie against the west
- i.e. Greeks, Romans, British, ancr Americans.
Iran is geographicairy.vast, crimaticalry
huge civilizational region

-

varied, ancl curtura[y diverse, and it
has

a

the Nowru zLand.lran benefits fiom
a vast national and

regional infrastructure and has almost
all types of natural resources including
hydrocarbons, copper and precious
stones. It has the second largest natural
gas
fourth largest oil reserves in the world;
it is also the second rurs;;i

ffiilffilthe

Iran is a country of over 75 mirlion people,

of whom 65 percent are below 40
years of age' They are a talented
and educated populatio.r, of .'"hom l5
million have
a university degree' Iranians are
aiso good consumers and most are eager
consumers
of westem goods and services. Iran lffe.s
tremendous

investment opportunities in
sectors as diverse as agriculture,
oil, manufacturing, tourism, transportation and
finance' Iran has a strategic geography
in the most strategic world region: It is right
in the middle of two seas, between the persian
Gurf and the caspian Sea, and borders
15 countries in land and.water. It
is an energyand political geography,
sitting right at
the center of the geoporitics of oil and
.o'nfli.r, a geography that makes it both a
ptvotal and an encore state. Iran lives
in the neighbortrooo oittre nuclear states,
the
Arab-Israeli conflict, the,Russia-Ukraine
upheaval, rivar superpowers, and emerging
markets' Iran is obviouslya major country
ana if the Unitld s,u,", *unr, to stay
a
world power in the next 50 years, it
,u*o, afford not to have Iran on its side.
America is currently rosing significantry
on the world stage. Firstry is a simpre
and
sheer economic loss. The Americun
.rono-y rooks increasingly rikely to become
superseded by the rapid growth of
the chinese within in a few
iears. politically roo,
the US is under tremendous stress
with problems in hot spots such as the
Middle
East and Ukraine. Arready, many
forme, utti", of the us are turning to its
rivars
for
support. This even includes Israel and
Saudi Arabia. The only advantage that
the
uS
continues to hold, its military power,
is arso becoming in".*rrngiy irrelevant
in an
era of a decreasing effectiveness
of offensive force. The American-lor,
.u"r, includes

t2
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the prestige it used to have among many people around
the world. Antr-Americanism
is rampant even among friendly nations. only a few

nations still like Americans, and
incidentaliy Iran is among those few and this is despite
the anti-American rhetoric
of the Islamic Republic. And this is perhaps why lran, with
its strareglc assets, can
become a panacea to some American ills if the past partnership
were to be revived.
The US was lran's second largest trading partner
after Germany. It had 15_20
billion dollars of trade with Iran during the shah's reign.
The Us these <iays ranks
nowhere in the category of major traders with rran.
Selondly, Iran is a country that
has tremendous oil and gas reserves, but because
of this'rong ci.awn out spirai
conflict between the US and Iran, very little has been
invested in lral,s petroleum
sector; the investment opportunity is simpry tremendous,
witrr a potentral of well
over $ 1 00 billion a year for at least 5 consecutive years.
This busrness can aiso be
captured by the uS in no time if sanctions are
lifted and reiations improveii. Iran can
also help the US politically and in security terms.
Iran can be of help in Iraq, Syria,
Afghanistan, Israel-palestine, and many more
countries. Iran may even be pivotal to
weltbeing of Ukraine as it struggles with durrio over
energy

*:^:::iTl^and
lnoependence.

There are other long-term issues for the US as it
continues animosity with Iran.
For example, Americans usecl to iive in Iran, and Iranians
used to be welcomed into
the US to take advantage of an American education
and training. As a resurt, tire
Iranian poiitical elite was increasingly American
educated and its lechnocrats highly
Americanized, thus constituting professionals who
would support the us in Iran and
beyond, That American strategic advantage within
the lranian political and
technocratic admrnistrations, as well as business
community, has now mostry
vanished thanks to us sanctions not just on the
Iranian
but on its education
too' Today, there are few high-ranking Iranian politicians
""ono*y
who are trarned in the US,
and if the trend continues, there would be even
fewer in the future. The same holds
for the Iranian technocrats, educators, scientists ancl business
executrves. Many of
them are now educated in London, Australia, Europe,
canada, and Russia. Even
high-piaced business executives on both sides are
now strangers to each other. This
sttuctural shift in Iran's political and technocratic
elite allegiance will harm the US
lnterests the most even years after the US mends
relationships with lran. It will take
years for the US to produce the kind of pro-American
elite that it had in the country
under the shah. Yet, there is a quick remedy: thousands
of Iranians live in the US,
and if relations were to improve, some of them
would retuffr to the homeland and
give America a helping hand there. But, this population
is aging and for it to be of
use, the relations have to improve urgently.
Americans understand Iran's significance, though
not arways, and are r,vel1 aware
of the imperative for better relationi. American political
elite never forgave themselves
for "losing" Iran in 1979, andthey want to regain
it.i3 They want to get Iran back on

rr Hooshang
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their side because the US understands
welr that Iran on the side of its rivars,
particularly those in Iran's region,
could be very dangerous to American
national
interests. We now have a situation
where Russia and China arr

and more asseftive bv the auy. rrr.
us, *nt.n thought it h"d;;;,t#";:t:*;:1.Tt;
as rt transpires, rose it again. It might
have won the cold war against the
Soviet
Union but a whole new cold war is
ieemingly developing for the uS against
Russia
and perhaps china. Thus, the uS
cannot afford not to haie Iran on its
side; indeed,
the wellbeing of Americans in the
rong-term may depend on their rerationship
with
Iran' This is one of the prima.y ,"orJn.
why Americans are not ignoring Iran.
if
Iran was not impoftant, it wourd have
been simpry fbrgotten. However, rran
is
not a
country to be ignored. yet, it is not
enough for the ui to desire a return
of Iran or
keep Iran in mincr; it must win Iran,s
heart and to do so the US must refbrm
its mind
in a new. parlnership. direction. The good
news for the uS is that it can make
Iran
rnto a friend, or at the least, u purto",
if it ristens to the voice of reason and acts
according to its best interests. es
we shali see, procedurar matters and political
will
are tougher enemies of uS-Iran
relations than are historical and cunent
g'evances
or third party backstabbing of the relationship.
The uS must reassess its procedural
approach to Iran as it formulates
a new paradigm of uS_Iran relations
focused on a
genuine appreciation of Iran's "revorutionary
ideais,, and practicar concems.
Iran also understands the significance
of the US for its werberng. The nation
has
lost trillions of dollars in actual economic
and opporlunity cost since the revolution
in 1979 when rerations with the US became
inirnical. There is not a srngle country
in
the worid that has developed economically
on a sustained basis and become democratic
in the. absence of diplomatic ties
with the us. rnt does not mean that if
Iran establishes
a diplomatic relationship with the
us, it will automaticaliy become democratic
and
developed, as the examples of saudi
Arabia and Egypt, among others, indicate.
The
thesis simply suggests that the rerationship
with the uS is a-necessary condition,
though it is not a sufficient condition
for deveiopment and democracy. It is
a necessary
condition because of two reasons.
First, in the absence of a relationship,
the US
does not allow that country to become
democratic and deveioped because America
sees itself the symbol of democracy
and development, and thu, there cannot
be a
second symbol of democracy ancl
development that is anti-America. The
emergence
of that second symbor will contradi"t
tt A-"ri"an philosophy and purpose.
The second reason rerates to the other "
side, that rr, tt .ountry thut rtund,
against
the uS. It uses anti-Americanism
to destroy democratic"
and
to
control
-ou"-"n,,
the elite circulation in its fav.or,
thus creating an inefficient and corrupr
management
system' The result is economic stagnation
if not underdevelopment as well as political
repression. The Iranian experience
in its enmity with the

uS vividly demonstrates
the validity of this thesis. Therefore,
as long as the US and Iran do not
have a
relationship, Iran will never become
a democratic nation and will have
difficurty
in
developing economicaly. Unfortunatery,
tt i, recognition by Iran will not be enough
to change minds in Tehran, which remains
more concerned about its theocratic
system, Nizam, than democracy
ordevelopment. But here too, there is good
news:
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the population is increasingly demanding politicar
reform and economic prosperity,
*ill have to rnodify its revolutionary principles

and the Islamic system, under pressu.",

toward more pragmatic ideas and policies to
survive. This latter trend is already
underway though the revolutionaries and
hard-core Principalists are still fiercely

resisting it.

Procedural considerations for the way forward
Informative and communicative discourse is
always the key to meaningful
diplomacy and it can assume a variety of forms
such as diprornatic, academic, policy,
business, and professional exchanges. Diarogue
is important too, but it has to be
based on reality, honesty and respect. A
real diarogue is arso based on a deeper
analysis, understanding,_ realism and pragmatisrn.
It must also be baranced and
communicatrve. The problem between the
uS and Iran is not just that they don,t
have diplomatic relations or that they are
not friends or partners. what exists between
them is "abnormal" as they have ha<l difficulty
in maintaining even an etl-ective level
of sustained and healthy discourse ancl clialogue
between lhem. the US and Iran
have engaged a few times, as in the case
of nuclearnegotiations, relations with Iraq
and
Afghanistan, but they have not been able to sustain
their engagemenr or ro promote

it to an effective level. Indeed, the lack of sustained

remains

a
disturbing issue in us-Iran relations. Even
"o-Lin,.ution
nations at war maintain
ibrmal diplomatic
ties' and revolutionary nations have also
been able to maintain diplomatic ties with
the US' During the cold war, the biggest American
embassy was in Moscow; and

the biggest ussR embassy was in-washington,
DC. whire a sustained and
comprehensive constructive engagement
over their broader rerationship is an
imperative for the two sides, u.rd huu" been
so for many years, washington and
Tehran continue to play a game of unhearthy
negotiations that aim, despite their
win-win rhetoric, to make the other side lose. The
fact that this time-tested game is
hugely costly has escaped their attention as
they have focused on harming each
other rather than solving their mutual problems.
Talks toward better reiations do
have some cost, as both sides must make
concessions. yet, any compromise for
mitigating the tension and normalizing the animosity
is less costly than the status
quo. Thus, the leaders on both sides have
to compare the cost of compromise to the
cost of abnormal animosity, and if they do, the
choice for diarogue towards
normalization will surely emerge as preferable.
So, why then do the US and Iran follow
a win-lose game, fair to engage in an
honest dialogue, and maintain a "normal
animosity,, in the form of a ,,no was no
peace" status quo? I think the problem
is with the very nature ofthe Islamic Revolution
and its offspring, the theocratic state system.
This theocratic revolution is radically
anti-American and the US has also traioty iived
with radical revoiutions. while the
revolution was tamable and could be deiormed
as other revolutions have been, the
Islamic system and its ideals are carved in stone.
This obstacle notwithstanding, the
two sides must find a way to engage in a sustained
and comprehensive manner as
otherwise they will both face a tragic future
in their relationrhip. rn" question is:
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how they might bypass the formidabre
obstacle of a theocratic state system. one
easy answer is "regime change". But
that has been tried and failed. The other
answer
is to reform the theocracy toward a
more hospitable attitude towards the US.
That
has also been tried and failed. A third
answer is to change the American imperial
system into a thing more hospitable
to the Islamic theocrlcy, a demand rehran
has
repeatedly made. That will also remain
a pipe dream of the isramic system
in
Iran,
not only because the uS will not change
but aiso because that theocracy has other
formidable enemies, most notably Israel.
only one road remains: to mend relations while
the two sides stay who they are
but accept to withdraw from ideas and
acts that are harmful to the other side.
Such
an arrangement wiil entail refraining
from intervention in domestic affairs, as well
as
containing regional behavior at the red
iines, of the other side. Arriving at and
matntaining such an arrangement is most
difficuit if not impossible in the current
uS-Iran and regional environments where
mutual misunderstanding, distrust and
wrong negotiation procedures prevair.
Trre approach wilr also be very unpopular
with the Iranian reformers and the opposition
to the Islamic regime who has focused
on democracy and human rights. Secular
and democratic stntes around the world,
and in the region too, will also want
the theocracy nuliified from the Iranian
state
system as they fear that a theocratic
state in Iran will be a further impetus for
theocratic movements iike the Islamic
State of Iraq and Syria. while these concerns
are legitimate, they must be put aside
for the time being if an rmprovement in
US-Iran relations is desirable. inrt.ud
of working against u=us_t.un rapprochement
on the proposed tems, the opposition
must hold its hope for a day when normal
US-Iran relations would creati potentiais
for secular and democratic development in
Iran' Notwithstanding such concerns
and potential for future change, it is also
today,s
imperative that the two sicles try their
besi and give this suggested approach a
chance
even if they may not believe in its ultimate
success. The fact is, there is no better
solution as the past three deca-des of struggle
over the relations vividly demonstrate.
To help realize the potential fruits
of thi-s approach, here are a few tips. Firstiy,
the
US and Iran must develop the poritical
will for a normal relationship even if they
want to stay inimical' That is' they must
accept to normalize their animosity to begin
with. In thinking towards this direction, they
must recan that the two governments
have a civilizationar duty to normarize
their relationship unJ
-uintuin a hearthy
dipiomatic diaiogue. Dipromacy and dipromatic
ties are the most significant
achievements of the human race. They
weie invented after centuries when nations
across the globe murdered each other
in wars and piilaged each other of their
belongings' Indeed, notmal international
relations are an inallienable human right,
as
peace is the most significant contlition
of hurnan existence, and the two governments
must not stand in the way of such a
normal rerationship. o"u.ioping the politicar
will
is incumbent upon the governments particularly
becaus" u ,olid'lnf.astructure for
better relations already exists. For exampre,
many public opinion pols have shown
that the people on both.sides prefer dipiomacy
;i;;;;g.-.ni',o
means
and hostility. Indeed, while the tro gou.*-ents
"o"r.ive
remain inimical, the
two peopres
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are lncreasingly hospitable toward each other. Adciitionally,
there are trade, investment,

cultural, scientific and geopolitical opportunities foi, cooperation,
and the two

govemments have a responsibility to see such potentials
flourish.
Secondly, the American and Iranian goverrments need to
be realistic about their
domestic situations and develop a realistic view of each
other. There are a lot of
myths on both sides about what the other side looks like.
The Islamic regirne views
the US as an alrogant state of an imperialistic nature.
It also views the US as a force
bent on changing Tehran's regime and maintaining
its underdevelopment condition if
not destroying it. The US also sees Iran in a negative
light. It sees the Iranian Islamic
regime as illegitimate with no popular appeal, and
believes that lranians hate this
reglme and want to overthrow it at the first opporlunity.
The US also often views
Iranians as miserable under this Islarnic regime, as people
with a poor quality of 1ife,
who are thus waiting for US troops to arrive in Iran to
save them. Ail these beliefs
are more or less unrealistic' So, it is very critical
that both sides develop a realistic
perspective of each other in terms of what they
actually are. They have to start with
reality and move away from myths and propaganda. They
really have to understand
each other as they are and be respectful ofthat reality.
The us and Iran have to also
tealize that in their particular engagement game there
cannot be pre-conditions except
for mutual respect and fair play. They snouta be respectful
towards each other even
as they hold opposing principles or value systems. 'rirey
must talk to each other
respectfully using a tone and language that are appropriate
to their level ofcivilization.
Iran is a historic and respectful nation with a griat civilization.
The uS is too a
respectful and civilized nation. The new world owes
it to the US fbr the wealth of
modern science and technologies that it enjoys, as the
old world was so dependent
on what Iran had to offer' Their mutual apprlciation
must extend beyond their mutual
concerns for security and national interests. They
should start viewrng each other in
positive and real terms even if they see negative
aspects and have a different ideal
partner in mind. such an approach should help
them focus on principles and issues
that bond them rather than those that divide them. This
will also help them become
reai about their engagement and take workable initiatives.
Thirdly, both sides must recogn tze that much of what goes
between them are not
just issues in US-Iran relations. Terrorism
is a global and regionai rssue today as is
nuclear proliferation. Human rights are also a globai
and regional issue as is the
conflict between Israelis and Palestinians. These are also interconnected
issues,
influencing each other in the form of a chain reaction.
Thus, the rwo govemments
must realize and accept that these issues are as much global
and regional as they are
biiateral and intemelated, and for that reason, their ultimate
solution also lies beyond
US-Iran relations and a single-issue focus. More significantly,
their solutron requires
bilateral and multilateral cooperation among the key
stakeholders. That is, no one
should be left out in any attempt at resolving the issues.
They also have to understand
and accept the fact that this reiationship has other
stakeholders who need not lose
from improved uS-Iran relations. so, iiis critical for
both the US and Iran to bring
others into their dialogue and speak to them and convince
them that they don,t need
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to be wotried about a-US-Iran
rapprochernent. This complexity
of issues also requires
develop.a deep appreciation foreach
other,s needs and concerns. The
lt]i]ln.t
US
rs a superpower that has particular
needs and concems, as Iran is a
regionar
power
with its specific needs and concerns.
The Arnerican assumption that a
strong lran is
a dangerous Iran must change
in favor of its exact oppori .. irun must
too change
rts view that its regime wiil be
safer without the US in the region.
The facts on the
ground prove the exacr opposrte
scenario.

Fourthly' Iran an. the US have put
so much into their

baggage of claims,
accusations and dernoni zationthat
no piecemeal, smal incremental
measures will
ever clean them' This is particularly
the case because there are other
stakeholders

past experience
l:Tl"rd
,As
tncrementalism
mer

Jru

suggests, any

ti'ie

they have resorted to

:'ffi; #,,ffi:.1 1 ull

d a p r o b, e m
T"
i i, " ] *' TJl:j;;
through the deacl rock, uS-Iiani.iution,
realry need a big push and a grancl
deal.ra
US-lran relations will never b"
,"rotu.,i rn an incremental way. The US
and Iran
adde

# ii

cannot follow the US-china 'ping-pong'
dipl;;;;;;;;;'";;,rgug"-"nt. Rather,
they need to adopt a 'big uong'.-upp.;uch.
one duy, ,oon.. o. iur"., they would
need to say to each other, "Lisien,'it
was all a mistake, we are brothers,
and let,s
get over itr" I believe this is
how one day the US and Iran will begin
the way
forward - engaging in a dialogue
that is simple, straight and courageous.
As things
stand' Iran is more ready than the
US for a.'big prsh;upprou.n ir rn"
US courd get
over its idear notion.of eliminating
the theo"ia"y. rrr" r.uniun mindset,
on the
contrary, is one of a.big push,
big bang nature; they don,t have the
stomach
for
smaller steps and micro talks uni"r,
fJrc"a into thlm. Theaprefer macro tarks
and big steps to incrementarism.
unfortunatery, the American rir",gn poiicy
often
prefers an incremental, srow,
and piece-meal approach. The Us
must reconsider
its foreign policy approach to Iran.
Fifthly, they also have to realize
that there is absorutely not one single
issue in
uS-Iran relations that cannot be negotiated,
with the exception of the theocracy,
which will have a sorution lying
outsid" tt. ."ut- of us-Iran relations.
Every issue
in the relationship is negotiabll So,
the frotr"- is not with ,h" ,rru",
that stand
between them but the lack of political
rviriuna procedural deficiencres. Hencefofth,
both the uS and Iran would need
to o"u"roi that_will to engage uno
nna the starting
point together' unfortunately we
have a series of problems here, the
most critical of
which is a procedural problem. Neither
side wants to be viewed as the initiator
of a
dialogue nor do they want to be
viewed as "giving in,,to the other side.
Both sides

want to be on the top, neither

one preparecl to undertake a roie perceived
as submissive.
Yet' in an equitable dialogue, these
issues matter the least, as the ultimate
outcome
will be ali-encompassing

and matter the

most. This procedural probrem is arso
at the
heart of the "pre-conditioning issue',
rn us-t.un-.ngug"."rir.-Fo.

""urnpre,
'o Hooshang
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following notions seem to be prevalent
between them: ,,If you stop doing this,
then
I will talk to you," or .,the bati is in your coult
now.,,
The US and Iran should start thinking
seriously about the fact that it does not
matter who reaily initiates the process
und fro* what position on tire top or in
the
bottom' The two sides have to start thinking
seriously about the banality ofprocedure,
as what ultimately matters is the
substance, not just the form in the relationship.
They also have to understand that this
conflict is a spiral one, a conflict that fuels
itself unless its reproductive cycle is
broken. Thus, one side must arways be
ready
to voluntarily jump into the cycle and
help break it. The US-Iran engagement
is of
huge significance and the states are
very high; so it should not really matter
who
jumps first into the vicious cycre
or mut., the first compromise. If the
US
and
Iran
can settle the "who first" issue between
them, they wilf defeat the apparent evir
of
procedure and both sides can emerge
as successfur in a ,win-win,
situation.

The role catalysts can play
The governments of the US and Iran
are ultimately responsibre tbr the problems
between them and for their resolution.
They cannot escape this responsibirity and
must be made accountable
any damaging consequences that have resulted
from
the spiralling conflict of the _for
rast three decaies. However, beyond
the two governments,
a host of states' institutions and
individuals have been significant both negatively
and
positively in terms of
this spiralling relationship. whiist enemies
.affecting
of
a
reconciliation will continue to prevent
a sustainecl and constructive clialogue
towards
better relations, the time has come for
friends to double their efforts by organizing
and uniting, raising meaningful funds,
buirding a rarge and strong constrtuency, and
engaging in effective, catalytic and
lobbying activities. The peJpre on both sides,
mediators and messengers, peace and
human rights activists, academrcs, intellectuals,
joumalists' companies and business
executives, think tanks, NGos, diplomats
ancl
policy experts all have a responsibility
to improve understanding and encourage
constructive dialogue between the two
countries. Above all, the puuti, has to become
mobilized, engaged, pfoaytrve, demanding,
and innovative in this relationship. This
matter should not just be reft to the goveriments.
The people must speak up and tell
their governments that they have noiight
to stand in the way of a better relationship.
They must indeed reber against the Jatus
quo and force the govemmenrs rnto an
honest engagement for better relations.
However, for the people to become proactive
in forging better rerations, they must
be informed and educated about the dangers
of
the status quo and a further worsening
of rerations. Here is where the voice of
academics' intellectuars, professionars
Jnd.iou.narists become criticar.
Intellectuals have a parliculariy significant
role to play. unfortunatery, on both
sides the intellectual community has

not aiways played a constructive

role. For
exampie, until recently most Iranian intellectuais
were against better US-Iran relations
and
many even spoke words or took

actions that were most detrrmentar to any
engagement. Iran has many poriticized
intellectuals (who are often radical and
ideological), but only a few politicians
of intellectual capability (who think realistically
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and pragmatically.) on the US
side, poiitical intellectuals are divided
as well. There
are those who are fervently pro-American,
pro-Israeli or pro-Arab, ancl a wide
range
of like-minded

groups. Many pro-American intellectuals
are indeed very much in
favor ofa healthy uS-Iran relationship
and they hau" ,..iorrly..r.u..t
for potential
solutions, whereas other types have
"o
advocated sanctions, isolatronism
or even war.
Academics who could potentiarly

become anotrrer significant contributory
group in
reiation building, have on both sides
been voiceless for the most part. political
academics have seemingry been preparing_papers,
ultimatery bound to take up sherf
space in their respective institutions,
with-the exception of a iew who have
supported
the policymakers advocating sanctions
and wars. It is of little wonder then that
academics have become increasingly
rnarginalized and inelevant to actlve public
policy' This field has increasingly u..n
taken over by non-academic think tanks,
iobbyist organizations and the media,
which often produce superficial anaryses
and
recommend interest-driven poricies.
The academics are, generatty speaking,
either
non-influential in the public policy arena
or they are apparJntly on the ..wrong
side.,,
Mediators can also pray a constructive
role in us-tran rerations, arthough this
channel has often been neglected or
deemed open to mistrust. yet, in the absence
of
direct diplomatic contacts and communication
on important issues rn the relations,
the two sides have for a iong time
depended on messengers and mediators,
some
helpful but with others apparently harmful.
while the Jaru"t"ristics or interests
of mediators have been a key iactor in terms
of their specific impact, and a
weil-educated and honest mediator
can certainly be deemed i"tpt,,t, a more
critical
issue has been the fact that both the
US and Iran lack mediation cultures and
thus
there is no true opportunities in terms
of roles for mediators. However, there is
aiways a potentiar for middlernen to
act as catalysts. The mediation problem
on the
Iranian side is due to the fact that conflict
resolution, as a science or profession, has
yet to develop there; ind_eed, hardly
any academic conflict resolutron programs
exist
in Iranian universities. conversely, tn"
netas of academic and
conflict
frofessional
resolution, as well as mediation, aie
highiy deveroped in the uS; however, Americans
remain aversive to intrusive mediators
ana orten seem more comfbrlable with
the
notion of mediation playing a role on the
margins. It is no wonder that the uS is not
so hospitable toward th.e uN as it
always likes to be in charge. Therefore, in
US_Iran
relations, while mecliation. can play
an important role, the f'nction is better
and more
effectively performed if the mldrator,
,tand on the margins ratirer than adopting
a
stance in the middre. Ultimately, the
US-Iran conflict."*to have to be resolved
by
the two governments but they slourd
get help from the third parties when
necessary.
However, to be effective, the mediatois
must not act like attomeys; rather they
must
stay on the margins le.tting the two govemments
engage directly.
Finally, for the welr-wishing catirysts
to effectiveiy i*pu"i the relations, they
must have the right organizations and
adequate funding. As in art rerated cases,
organizers and funders.must crosely
cooperate. There have to be people who invest
capital in terms of hard cash and those
who will contribute capital in terms of hard
graft, and their

commitment must be rong-term and consistent.
Luckiry, the experience
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of the American Iranian councilrs demonstrates
that while money is critical, persistency
in and consistency of the mission
are more important. while enemies
of reconciliation
have spent billions of doilars in pushing
for military ."rfli;;,;. AIC with onry
thousands of dollars has been ablelo
accomplish miracles in the relationship
such as
preventing war and promoting
dialogue. It has been even abie to provide
breaktlirough
opportunities that were_ unfortunately ,,missed,,,
as acknowleag.,r uv Iran,s former
President Mohammad Khatami.
one e*umpte is the historic speech and
offer of a
"global settlement" of issues by
secretary Maderine Arbright in March
2000 at an
AIC conference. Luminaries iike vice president
Joe Bidei, s".r"tury John Ker:ry,
Secretary chuck Hagel,.the late
Secretarf iy-, vance, and speaker
of the Iranian
Parliament Mehdi Karubi have
arl spoken at the AIC events, off.ering
significant
proposars

for the way forwaro. whiie, money
is not everything fbr an effective
catalytic role, it is nevertheless an
important factor. with more ronoing
more can be
done more effectively. There are
of
a variety of sources fiom which the
funding might be secured but in the "ourr"
pa.ticuia. case of US-Iran reiations,
the wealthy
Iranians must be singled. out as
the *ort ufpropriate source. yet
unfbrtunatery,
this
group has been the reast interested
in funding activities rerated to Us_Iran
peace.
on
the contrary, some have.even funded
th" g.oup".*ho have been promoting .,targeted,,
sanctrons, and even military attacks.
crearly, this unhealthy cultu.e must change
and
they must pay for peace. Let us
hope that ihev wiil.
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